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About This Game

NOW WITH 4 PLAYER COOP!

Fast, frantic and simple to pickup.

Capsular is a unique arena shooter featuring a "One shot, One Kill" mechanic. Jump into a fast paced match where your skill
matters most! Aim precisely and dodge carefully to get the upper hand over your frenemies.

Core Features:

 Multiplayer - Connect and compete with new friends and enemies from all around the world.

 Well Rounded Gameplay - Capsular features fast and simple gameplay that is easy to pick up but hard to master.
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 Projectile Based Shooter - Almost every weapon in the game fires a slow moving projectile that you need to dodge
and avoid. Everything kills you in just one hit!

 Skill Based Matches - Everyone starts equal. All unlockable items are purely cosmetic and change nothing about the
core gameplay.

Full Bot Support - Dont have any friends ? Dont worry! Capsular features full bot support with varying skill levels!

Multiple Weapons - From a Revolver to a Railgun! Capsular features up to 5 weapons in the current version.

Advanced Movement - Slide and Walljump to victory

Capsular Adventures / Release Trailer video by BlackBirdKings.
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THIS GAME IS THE BEST GAME EVER!!!!. this is kinda hard. The devs ran away with the money, the game is playable but
not even closed to finish. I would avoid Zero Sum Games in general after they botched this.. This game is very difficult. My
calves started to burn. I started to sweat. The VR environment was really well done. And there's actually a story here. I don't
even like soccer. But trying to do trick headers in VR is just plain fun. Definitely a must buy on sale 50% off. And even worth it
full price.  but why can't I drink a beer and where is my groupie when I'm back in my flat oy!

Rate 8\/10 overall (10\/10 for this type genre with how well executed everything is in the game)

 I hope I don't get TBI from moving my head in all kinds of jerky motions . This is an... interesting experiment. And by that, I
mean this seems like someone's first attempt at making one of these games, and they seem to have done adequate. The plot is a
bit contrived, but decent enough. Through a bit of comedic timing, you William, are turned into a girl because your boss\/friend
decided to insult a witch... who turned him into a butterfly. Note: You said nothing to the witch for good or ill...

Now you seek a way to turn yourself back... while also changing the world... because that's the way things are done.

Will you succeed? Probably. But it will be fun while you try!. Requested a refund.... I thought it would be more fun than it was.
I watched a clip prior to buying and thought the president's voice would have me chuckling throughout, but it didnt.

It's also far too short, I played halfway through in 30mins.

I can see it's been well put together but for me it's just not worth the money.. This game has been a blast so far and i have only
played 1 hour of it, i love it truly to bits although i havent gotten the hang of the controls yet. I really hope this game achieves
the level of attention it needs and takes off to maybe even esport levels or at least levels of players that will make it possible for
the maker to implement more updates since the amount of players also will depend on the possibilities of updates.

Notes: -Haven't raged so far, good sign
-The people in servers that are way better than me don't get mad, but help out
-This game is really fun. I got this game with a 90% off coupon and paid 10 cents for it. But it actually is pretty fun. But after a
hour of playing it will probably get boring though.

6\/10. I don't even know where to start.
The basic idea for gameplay, and battle is so unique
and so is the story and characters.

10\/10. Age of Defense - game in the ancient era setting. Devs promise to give 5 different worlds, I saw just 2. They are very
colorful and diverse. I liked the battle with the Boss at third level, it was unexpected for me. Considering that it's early access. I
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A short, pleasant and casual game with personality. A compact experience that’s worth supporting the developer for if you
enjoyed the first free game.

Very similar to the original with a few improvements:
-New chiptunes!
-More abilities [gameplay variety]
-More Challenging [maybe?]

I really like how something as simple as auto firing and not being able to strafe meanwhile damage heals you creates a
disconnect between getting near enemies and running from them. You can get up close with the multi-spread to do damage or
sneak in more healing while also risking your current health. If you’re low, you can try to run but, eventually, you’re going to
need to run back in to heal.

Also you can date a door, 10/7 Masterpiece :]. Its not bad, it has a spooky atmosphere without taking the easy way out and jump-
scaring you. I give a I give 3 Spoopy \/ 5 Me -IGN. This is a fun game akin to The Stanley Parable. For $3 it's definitely worth
playing..  I highly recommend this game to people who like puzzle games (it's probably not my cup of tea; espcecially
right now because I'm on a school break and I do NOT want to think) but for people who likes solving puzzles, this
game is for you!

for the first few levels it doesn't require that much thinking but as it progresses it gets harder, I know shocker, but let
me warn you that it gets to the point where you get tired playing because you can't solve it, but then again that could
just be me, maybe you're not as stupid and lazy as I am, if so; you would absolutely like this game.
. Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- is a action and shooter game
- have trading cards
- is indie

Enjoy!. So... this is late.
Wanting this game is the reason I finally got on Steam (2 years ago...) I'm usually horrid at both puzzlers and
platforms... so, progress has been made. It's delightful, whimsical and sometimes infuriating... all the things that keep
it interesting.

Pros:
Storyline elements: gain and lose friendships with the NPCs.
Pleasant graphics.
Spryfox foxes and bears. oh my!
Lots to learn and it's gradual (if you can even learn it all...)

Cons:
This is not a single sit playthrough, it does get repetitive after awhile. smaller doses will keep you entertained.

. To be honest, the story is rather dull and boring. The story is short and it doesn't take more than 30 minutes to finish.
i like the game concept but the graphic and artwork could use more work. the gameplay is nowhere good enough, i
think it's a bit hard to control. But overall, i think it's a good game for a free to play.

rate 6.7\/10.

btw the main menu somehow confuse me thinking it was a visual novel. oh well.. It's looking like good game for little
kids but not for me.
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